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Save-A-Patriot Fellowship
Post Office Box 91, Westminster, Maryland 21158 · 410-857-4441
Together We Stand―Or―Separately You Will Be Stood On!!!

Program Agreement
NOTE: TEXT IN RED pertains to the
lawful functions of Save-A-Patriot Fellowship that a federal court ordered to
cease in 2008. Due to that order, services
are no longer available with respect to
the IRS (a federal agency), and therefore, areas of red text do not constitute
any part of this agreement. Services that
the Fellowship CAN now provide for its
members include Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, Privacy Act requests, and state tax investigations and
responses.
The Save-A-Patriot Fellowship (SAPF)
is a national organization of American Patriots
who have joined together to resist the illegal actions of government agencies who knowingly or
unknowingly deceive the public. We are tired of
being threatened and intimidated by the bureaucrats who run these agencies, and will no longer
tolerate the illegal actions of those in our own government, all three branches.
Face it: the bureaucrats who are endowed with
perpetual control of our government keep the people in line by FEAR. They use the media to plant
stories suggesting that resistance is futile and that
the IRS is invincible. Then they publish stories
showing that reprisal will be swift and financially
painful. These “reminders,” and a lifetime of financial conditioning, make it difficult for most
people to take the first step.
To our knowledge, there is no insurance company willing to buck the establishment’s system
and insure Patriots against the criminal acts of the

IRS and State agencies. Our only alternative was
to start and maintain our own. However, creating
and operating a conventional insurance company
would be impossible. The bureaucrats would insist
on our submitting to the dictates of the insurance
commissions to the detriment of the Patriot, who
would be left with nothing but promises. If we had
taken that route, in no time at all we would have
been expending funds on legal actions against
government regulatory agencies, rather than directing our efforts against the illegal acts of government employees. Furthermore, it would be necessary to conceal any money received on insurance
claims from the prying eyes and hands of the IRS.
We would have wasted our time fighting on their
grounds and on their terms, which would have
been an inefficient use of our available funds.
There was, and is, only one logical answer: a
FELLOWSHIP that gives the Patriot insurancelike protection to Save-A-Patriot!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Fellowship members pledge to reimburse
other members for losses of cash or property incurred from illegal confiscation by the IRS and/or
their brothers in state taxing agencies. This is
done by spreading the reimbursement costs to all
members. Since 1984, the Fellowship has helped
members recoup their losses due to the illegal actions of the IRS. Under its earliest program, when
a member in good standing lost property or was
incarcerated, he or she put in a claim for the actual
amount of the loss or the incarceration, and the
Fellowship assessed its members their apportioned share of that amount.
For example, “John Freeman” became a
member of SAPF. After a stubborn and valiant

fight through every phase of the bureaucratic maze
and the courts, the IRS illegally confiscated his
car, valued at 9,000 FRNs (Federal Reserve
Notes, commonly referred to as ‘dollars’). His fellow members were assessed their share (in the
case of 1,000 members, the apportioned share
would be 9 FRNs per member). Mr. Freeman got
equal value for his loss. If Mr. Freeman was incarcerated, the Fellowship assessed the members
25,000 FRNs for him for any full or partial year of
incarceration. But that was before the

VICTORY EXPRESS!
… all aboard!!
With the “Victory Express” program in place,
each member is now assessed a 10 FRN minimum
per claim, regardless of the size of the claim, and
no matter how large the membership becomes. For
example, when the membership hits 50,000 members (In 1984, the federal government stated that
the number of participants in the Tax Patriot part
of the Constitutional Revival Movement was
80,000 — what is it today?), members will be
shouting, “Attack me, come after me!” At 10
FRNs minimum assessment per member, the received amount would be 500,000 FRNs for going
to a federal prison camp or for the loss of a car regardless of its actual value. Most people don’t
make that much money working for years. The
fear of incarceration loses its sting, since the incarceration assessments are for each year or any part
of a year. What will happen when the membership
reaches 100,000? We believe this will cause enrollments to explode!
Using the example of Mr. Freeman: if the
membership numbered only 2,000, he would receive 20,000 FRNs (10 FRN minimum times
2,000) for his 9,000 car. That’s a profit of 11,000
FRNs for losing his car. Can you imagine? With
100,000 members, most likely we’d see IRS agents
contemplating and maybe even lining up to become members. The bigger we get, the better the
support will get. Now, with the Victory Express,
Americans more then ever can assert their Constitutional rights and obey the law as written
without FEAR. Presto, Mr. Freeman's friends lose
their fear of the IRS and join the Constitutional

Revival Movement.
The surest and safest protection for funds is to
keep them in the hands of the insured. The only
money sent to SAPF Headquarters is the annual 99
FRN membership participation fee (tendered in
FRNs or totally blank postal money order). This
fee is used for SAPF administration (staff, rent,
phone, printing, equipment, postage, etc.). All
other moneys assessed for the benefit of a member's loss are sent directly to that member claimant
by other SAPF members, after receipt of the claim
that has been verified by the SAPF Headquarters
staff.
This program does not make it cost effective
for the IRS to confiscate Mr. Freeman’s auto, if he
resists properly. If the loss to the Patriot is nothing, but is actually a profit — and the expense to
each member is only 10 FRNs — THEN WHO IS
THE REAL LOSER?
With this kind of protection ($$$), Americans
will not only lose their fear of the IRS, they'll be
standing in line wanting to go to jail! In other
words, the socialists’ house of cards will collapse — SO THAT LIBERTY MAY BE RESTORED THROUGHOUT THE LAND!

CONCLUSION
The Save-A-Patriot Fellowship Program is a
brilliantly simple defensive weapon whose success has been phenomenal. It will be even more
successful now with the Victory Express. You can
snap one pencil in half with very little effort, but
try it with a fistful! In any battle, the allied participants must support one another or the enemy will
“divide and conquer.” Over the years, it has become evident that the socialists in government are
unified in support of one another and worship
only themselves, the money they control, and the
power they wield. Their god is the god of materialism, and their goal is a one-world socialist government where their authority can no longer be
challenged. Any payment to the government that
is not actually required by law is no different than
a tithe or free-will offering to a church — except
that in this case, it furthers the agenda of those socialists who are usurping the Constitution. The
Constitution is the supreme law of the land, and
therefore it is the “authority” that God has placed

over us.
By the application of a little logic, one can see
that making voluntary payments to a government
that is in rebellion against the established authority is no less than rebellion against God. If we are
to contend for the faith, then we must stand unified in the support of our King when He orders us
to: “Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us free, and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage.” —
Galatians 5:1.

THE AGREEMENT
Member: A Member is a Patriot who has paid the
annual participation fee to Save-A-Patriot Fellowship
(in FRNs or a TOTALLY BLANK POSTAL MONEY
ORDER), and has agreed to abide by the Fellowship
Program Agreement.
Member’s Identification Number: This number
is assigned to each applicant to the Fellowship upon
SAPF’s receipt of the application and participation fee.
The I.D. number must be used in all correspondence
related to a Claim. A Member making an apportioned
payment to a claimant uses his/her I.D. number only,
not their own name. On the envelope used to convey
the apportioned payment, the return address should be
the Member's I.D. number and SAPF's address.
Coverage Offered: For civil claims, up to
150,000.00 FRNs; for criminal claims, up to 25,000.00
FRNs per year.
Civil Coverage: Will be paid in FRNs or a TOTALLY BLANK POSTAL MONEY ORDER directly
to the Member claimant or his/her assign (accompanied
by the paying Member's I.D. number), only after SAPF
HQ has determined that a valid claim does exist and
that the claimant, to the best of his/ her ability, has
taken advantage of every agency appeal procedure and
court proceeding lawfully possible; and only after
SAPF has verified the actual market value of the real
and/or personal property confiscated.
Criminal Coverage: Apportioned to the membership at a minimum of 10 FRNs per member by SAPF,
to be paid (in FRNs or TOTALLY BLANK POSTAL
MONEY ORDER) directly to the claimant or to his/her
assign (accompanied by the paying Member's I.D. number). This is only after SAPF HQ has determined that

the claimant Member is actually incarcerated and is
given physical proof that said Member, to the best of
his/her ability, resisted and delayed the tyrants at every
step through the criminal investigation and all other
agency and court proceedings feasible. Such payments
will be made annually until the end of the incarceration.
Any partial or full calendar year a member is incarcerated will be treated as a full year.
Claimant: A Member in good standing, whose annual participation fee and member assistance assessments are paid up to date and who has physical proof of
using the administrative and legal process in every way
possible, civilly and/or criminally.
Claims: Proof of a Claim must be forwarded to
SAPF along with every Claim. To prevent unprincipled
persons from taking unfair advantage of the Fellowship,
a claimant must be a member in good standing 6
months before the occurrence of any act causing a
claim: for civil claims, 6 months before the notice of
deficiency [or State taxing agency‘s equivalent] in
question; for criminal claims, 6 months before any
grand jury indictment or U.S. or State attorney information. Claims may only be submitted for actions initiated by a State or Federal government agency, not by
the Patriot Member.
Civil Claims: These cannot be submitted to SAPF
until after the confiscation of real or personal property,
and must be accompanied by proof of the property
value, and verified by a local SAPF Independent Representative or realty appraiser. The benefit amount will be
determined by the size of membership, with a 10 FRNs
minimum per member. Note: Property held by banks,
savings and loan associations, stock brokers, insurance
companies or any other institution that utilizes electronic money is not covered for loss under this agreement. Also, losses that involve questions of lawful
money and/or property taxes, and/or contractual
agreements with private lending institutions or individuals, are not claimable under the Fellowship Program Agreement.
Criminal Claims: These cannot be submitted to
SAPF until the Patriot Member is actually incarcerated.
Payment of Claims: Upon receipt of a Claim
Statement containing the apportioned amount to be
paid and a Claim envelope from SAPF, Members
have 35 days to forward their portion of the Claim to
the claimant Member. Members must not use their

name and address in this transaction; only their I.D.
number and SAPF's address. Upon receipt of any
payment, the Claimant or his/her assign must carefully compile all of the Claim envelopes and forward
them to Save-A-Patriot Fellowship, P.O. Box 91,
Westminster, MD 21158, Tel. (410)-857-4441
(telephone number must be used in SAPF's address)

Name of Applicant Patriot (print or type)

Street

within 30 days. Any Member whose Claim envelope
is not returned to SAPF by the Claimant or his/her
assignee, will be terminated for violation of the Fellowship Agreement. To be reinstated and be
able to make a Claim for themselves, a delinquent Member must show proof of excusable neglect to SAPF.

City

State

Zip Code

Telephone No.

I have enclosed a total of_________ FRNs tendered in CASH or in U.S. POSTAL (POST OFFICE)
MONEY ORDER(S) ONLY WITH BOTH PAYER AND PAYEE AREAS LEFT TOTALLY BLANK; I
understand that all funds tendered to the Fellowship are nonrefundable; I understand that my
membership will lapse one year from this date, and that if the 99 FRN annual participation fee is not
tendered before that date on the following year, that all my rights, privileges, and/or coverage of any
liability claim within the Save-A-Patriot Fellowship Program Agreement will be forfeited. (check only
where applicable)
697 FRNs ______ first-time Full Membership application;
99 FRNs ______ first-time Associate Membership application;
100 FRNs ______ for my initial Co-Membership application (with Full Membership ONLY);
99 FRNs ______ for my Annual Renewal fee;
210 FRNs ______ for the 12-hour video seminar "Just The Facts" (includes S/H);
30 FRNs ______ for a book containing the documents seen on "Just The Facts" (includes S/H).
In the event that I am criminally incarcerated, my assigned beneficiary is:

Name of Beneficiary (print or type)

Street

City

State

Zip Code

Telephone No.

I understand that it is my responsibility to notify S.A.P.F. of any change of address and/or beneficiary.

Signature of Applicant Patriot

Date Signed

After completing this application, return it to the Independent Representative (IR) who gave it to you. The IR
will forward it to SAPF Headquarters. If no IR is involved, return it directly to SAPF Headquarters. If this is a
renewal, forward directly to Headquarters. After this application (or renewal) has been processed it will be
returned to you as proof of membership, with your membership I.D. number inscribed. Be sure to keep this
original for your records because SAPF Headquarters maintains all membership files off the premises on
computer. Remember, the success of this program depends upon numbers — SO TELL OTHERS ABOUT THE
FELLOWSHIP!
The above Patriot has been accepted and his/her assigned I.D. number is ________________________.

